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Abstract
With the recent “Internet of Things” trend, more and more home devices are connected to
the Internet. Smart light bulbs, smart thermostats, smart door locks; just to name a few. These
smart appliances enable users to view their status and control their settings remotely with just a
few clicks on the smartphone. Moreover, the arrival of intelligent personal voice assistants such
as Amazon Alexa revolutionized how users interact with these smart appliances. Nowadays,
users are able to control these devices by just speaking.
If controlling smart devices is so easy, why not have your morning cup of joe be that way
too? The Smart Espresso Machine (SEM) combines these features to make your mornings easier.
The SEM will use a smart speaker’s voice control together with the processing power of a
wireless controller in order to brew a hands-free coffee. Users can command the SEM to make
coffee now by speaking to a smart speaker or by using the smartphone app. The user can also set
a brewing schedule through the smartphone app. When the cup of coffee is ready, the user will
be notified through a companion smartphone app. The SEM will also notify users for any issues
that prevent it from doing its job (e.g. absence of a cup, and low water level).
The system will involve a basic espresso machine, a wireless controller, sensors, Amazon
Echo, and a companion smartphone app. A wireless controller will be the brain of the system, as
it will directly control the espresso machine and monitor all the sensors including two
micro-LIDAR distance sensor for water level and for cup detection. The companion smartphone
app will be developed on the Android OS.
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I. Background
In the early 1900s, coffee became a huge business in the European and Asian markets and
sparked the idea of cafes and consumer coffee machines [1]. Coffee machines were becoming
quite a mainstream product that everyone wanted to own, but creating a cup of coffee became a
long and messy process. The introduction of the first espresso machine in 1906 by Bezzera and
Pavoni aimed to fix those issues by brewing a perfect cup of espresso as cleanly and fast as
possible. There is one large difference that separates an espresso machine from a coffee pot
machine; espresso machines involve hot water with high pressures to produce a smaller and more
intense cup of coffee in a shorter amount of time. This process is shown on Figure 1.1 .

Figure 1.1 Basic operation of an Espresso Machine [1]

After decades of innovative engineering, the espresso machine has changed drastically
externally and internally with its “electrical components, computerized measurements, and
portable pneumatics” as shown in Figure 1.2 [1]. To this day, there are 21 manufactures that
create espresso machines [2]. With the taste of an espresso remaining the same, the design of the
espresso machine will always continue to evolve.
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Figure 1.2 1910 Espresso Machine (Left) and the latest Espresso Machine released (Right)

II. Product Description
The goal of this product is to modify an existing espresso machine to become an IoT
(Internet of Things) device. As shown on Figure 2.1, the main idea is to have a smart speaker
(Amazon Echo) to be able to interface with a basic espresso machine to create an espresso just
by speaking. Just a simple phrase like “Alexa, turn on espresso machine” spoken towards the
smart speaker will turn on the espresso machine, make an espresso. Additionally for the machine
that is chosen, we have the capability of making a cappuccino and latte, these can be made by
saying “Alexa, turn on (cappuccino or latte) machine”. A mobile app will be created to receive
notifications pertaining to the espresso machine as well as allowing the end-user to make an
espresso now or in the future with the brewing scheduler feature. Sensor integration for water
level and cup-placement will be implemented to allow the espresso machine to only run when all
conditions are met. For a full description of the app features, see Android Application in the
Overall Design section of the report on page 16.

Figure 2.1 Product Goals in interfacing with an Espresso Machine
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We are targeting the smart-connected homeowners who are also coffee enthusiasts. With
the growing demand for smart products, the smart espresso machine would introduce multiple
features that have never been done on a single espresso machine.

III. Block Diagram, Requirements, and Specifications

Figure 3.1 Level 0 diagram of the Smart Espresso Machine

The level 0 block diagram of the Smart Espresso Machine hardware portion is shown in
Figure 3.1. The inputs include user commands from the smartphone app and Amazon Alexa, and
the power source from the wall. Meanwhile the outputs include coffee in the cup and status
notifications to the user through the smartphone app.
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Figure 3.2 Level 1 diagram of the Smart Espresso Machine hardware portion

The level 1 block diagram of the hardware portion of the system is shown in Figure 3.2.
Inside the system, there is a Raspberry Pi Zero W acting as the brain of the Smart Espresso
Machine. It analyzes the user inputs and the data from the sensors and controls the existing
espresso machine accordingly through its GPIO. The Raspberry Pi will also send out
notifications to the user through the android smartphone app. The power module will take in
120V AC power from the wall and convert it to 5V DC that is used by the Raspberry Pi, for this
conversion we just used a basic power adapter commonly sold with most devices that are
powered using 5V DC. The sensors will be powered by the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO pins and will
detect both the water level and the cup’s presence from the espresso machine. In addition, the
buttons that control the different types of coffee on the espresso machine will be controlled by
the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO. These different types include espresso, latte and cappuccino. The
espresso machine will first be taken apart to examine its existing circuitry, and a location in the
circuitry will be modified to trigger the espresso machine to begin its coffee-making process.
This entry point will be tapped into from Raspberry Pi’s GPIO so that the Raspberry Pi can tell
the machine to make coffee.
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Figure 3.3 Level 1 diagram of the Smart Espresso Machine software portion

The software block diagram is shown on Figure 3.3. The Raspberry Pi, the smartphone
app, and Amazon Alexa will communicate through the user’s home WiFi network. Inside the
Raspberry Pi’s software, there will be a core control unit that monitors any user inputs from the
smartphone app and Amazon Alexa, monitors sensor values, and controls the existing espresso
machine. Under the core control unit, there will be two supporting units - a notification unit and
a scheduling unit. The notification unit is responsible for sending the system status to the
smartphone app so the user can be notified, while the scheduling system is responsible for
keeping track of the time and date set for brewing an espresso. The general program flow of the
Raspberry Pi software is shown in Figure 9. The smartphone app will consist of its frontend,
which interacts with the user directly, and its backend, which communicates with the Raspberry
Pi through WiFi based on the user inputs to the frontend. The app also includes a notification
unit so any notification sent from the Raspberry Pi will be displayed to the user on the
smartphone. Like the smartphone app, Amazon Alexa subsystem will communicate with the
Raspberry Pi through WiFi, and it will contain a voice control unit so that it will send the
commands to the Raspberry Pi based on the user’s voice. The Amazon Alexa will utilize the
Android application to send out a notification to the user.
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IV. Preliminary Design Analysis
Engineering Specifications

Comments

Configure the espresso machine to become
an IoT device

A Raspberry Pi Zero Wireless will be used to allow
the espresso machine to be an IoT device

Application used to interface with the Smart
Espresso Machine (SEM)

Android App programmed in Java or Kotlin

Smart Speaker used to interface with the
SEM

Amazon Echo (Amazon Alexa voice assistant) will
be integrated with the system

Customizable brewing schedule

Schedule can be set using smartphone app

Status of espresso sent as notifications to
the end-user's smartphone

The app created will help display the notifications

Water level status of the SEM

A proximity sensor module will be used

Verify the cup for pouring the espresso is
present

A proximity sensor module will be used

Table 4.1 Engineering Specifications

The overall design will aim to maximize performance and efficiency of this project.
These requirements can be met with a careful selection of which sensors (IR, ultrasonic, etc.) to
be used. For the sensors, we need to choose the lowest power demand while also keeping a
certain level of accuracy. As for the features of the smartphone app and Amazon Alexa, we must
be certain that any unnecessary features will not be running in the background that could
potentially use power when not directly needed.
The SEM will be equipped with a wireless controller (Raspberry Pi Zero W) behind the
case. The wireless controller will be in a enclosure for the safety of the end-user. Figure 4.1
shows the enclosure that will be attached to the back of the espresso machine. The enclosure will
be engraved for aesthetic purposes.
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Figure 4.1 Wireless controller enclosure (LEFT: Solidworks design, RIGHT: 3D print of design)

The overall machine design will be constructed to be as compact as possible in order to
not take up too much space on the countertop.
Since the SEM will have a water level sensor, the water tank does not need to appear on
the side of the machine, which will make it look much more sleek and elegant. The design of our
machine will be an effective way of retaining and getting new customers because most designs
used in the market today are bulky and not the most attractive centerpiece on the kitchen counter.

V. Overall Design
Software
Raspberry Pi Server
The aforementioned server decides what task the Smart Espresso Machine shall perform
under different system states. These decisions are influenced by user inputs from the smartphone
app and/or Amazon Alexa, sensor readings, and previous system states. The server
communicates with the smartphone app and Amazon Alexa through WiFi in order to get user
inputs as well as providing system information to these devices. The server runs on Raspberry Pi
Zero W and is written in Python. Since Python support is included natively in Raspbian, it is
running the default Unix distribution for the Raspberry Pi. The server is made out of six modules
performing different functions. These modules include main, rpc_server, rpc_executor, notifier,
machine, and scheduler. The following paragraphs will explain the function of each module.
First is the main module, which acts as the entry point of the server program and loads all
the other modules. It is the backbone of the server and coordinates all modules to have them
work together. Refer to Figure E.2 in Appendix E for the main module’s software flow diagram.
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Upon starting the main, it first sets up logging so that all actions of the server will be saved to a
log file. Then all the modules mentioned above are loaded into the main, except for the
rpc_server. The Rpc_server is spawned as a separate process which means the main and
rpc_server can be run concurrently (the reason for it will be discussed later in the rpc_server
paragraph). The main and the rpc_server processes communicate through a pipe that is created
prior to the spawning of the rpc_server process. After the main finishes loading all the modules
and spawning the rpc_server, it then enters an infinite loop. It first checks the pipe to see if there
are any incoming requests from the rpc_server then executes them through the rpc_executor
module (discussed later in rpc_executor module paragraph). Next, it checks to see if the timer in
the scheduler module (discussed later in scheduler module paragraph) has expired. If it did
expire then it initiates the coffee brewing process by executing the start_make_coffee() method
in the machine module (discussed later in machine module paragraph). Lastly, it resets the timer
in scheduler module, sleeps for one second, and repeats the loop. The only time the loop
terminates is when the server program receives a termination signal from the OS. If that happens,
the server will first break from the infinite loop, then execute any clean up commands and finally
exits.
Second, the rpc_server is essentially an HTTP server that is set up to only handle
incoming JSON RPC requests through HTTP POST method. Refer to Figure E.3 in the
Appendix E for the rpc_server module’s software flow diagram. The http.server module included
natively with Python is used to create the HTTP server, while the jsonrpcserver module is used
to handle the JSON RPC requests. As discussed earlier, the rpc_server runs as a separate process
from the main process. This is due to the fact that the rpc_server and the main need to run
concurrently. If this were not the case then the rpc_server would block the main while waiting
for a request from the network, inevitably preventing the proper operation of the scheduling
module. The same could be said about the main blocking the rpc_server from handling requests
from the network. JSON RPC is the protocol in which the smartphone app and Amazon Alexa
will use to communicate with the server. If the incoming HTTP request is not a valid JSON RPC
request, then HTTP error 403 forbidden is returned. Once the server has received a valid request
it will push the request info to the pipe for the main module to process, then wait for the result to
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respond back to the smartphone app. The rpc_server includes authentication feature to deal with
security. Two mandatory parameters are included in every request to the server; timestamp, an
integer of the Epoch timestamp and signature, the SHA256 hash of a string created by taking all
the parameters (sorted by key) chained together by HTTP query string format in URL encoding
and concatenated by a secret APP_KEY. The secret APP_KEY is shared to the smartphone app
and Amazon Alexa during development. Every request to the server is validated by comparing
the signature passed into the value generated by the server itself. If they do not match, HTTP
error 403 forbidden is returned. This way only the trusted requests from the smartphone app or
Amazon Alexa are able to run on the server, that is, assuming the secret APP_KEY is not leaked.
The parameter timestamp is used to prevent replay attack. Additionally if the timestamp from the
call is not within 10 seconds of the server time, HTTP error 403 forbidden is returned.
Third, the rpc_executor module that the main uses to execute JSON RPC requests coming
in from the pipe. It defines all the methods rpc_server can execute, checks for the validity of the
request to the specific methods (Are all the required parameters for the method present? Are the
parameters for the method the correct date types?), and invokes appropriate methods on either
the scheduler module, notifier module, or machine module to complete the task defined by the
request. The return value from the invoked methods of other modules is returned to the main.
From there the main sends that return value through the pipe to the rpc_server which sends it
back to the smartphone app as the response.
Fourth, the machine module is responsible for keeping track of the state of the espresso
machine and sensors, as well as controlling the espresso machine through GPIO on the
Raspberry Pi. There are four states defined for the machine: READY_TO_MAKE,
NOT_READY_TO_MAKE, MAKING_IN_PROGRESS, and COFFEE_IS_READY. Refer to
Figure E.3 in the Appendix E for the machine module’s state flow diagram. Upon initialization,
the machine module checks the cup sensor and water sensor to determine which initial state to
enter. If there is enough water and the cup is present, the machine will enter
READY_TO_MAKE state. Otherwise, it enters the NOT_READY_TO_MAKE state. It stays in
one of these two states forever until it receives a command from the user. Commands available
to the user include start_make_coffee() and update_machine_state(). Update_machine_state
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returns an updated machine state to the user by checking the sensors then changing between
READY_TO_MAKE and NOT_READY_TO_MAKE accordingly. The start_make_coffee
command initiates the coffee-making process if the updated state is READY_TO_MAKE after
calling update_machine_state. If the updated state is NOT_READY_TO_MAKE, it returns an
error message describing the reason for that state. When the coffee-making process is initiated,
the machine then enters MAKING_IN_PROGRESS state and a new thread is started to
constantly monitor the coffee-making progress. When the coffee is done making, the machine
enters COFFEE_IS_READY state and calls the notifier module to send a push notification to the
smartphone app. The thread that was previously monitoring the coffee-making progress is
switched to now constantly monitor the cup presence via the cup sensor. When it senses that the
cup is removed the machine goes back to NOT_READY_TO_MAKE state, thus exiting the
monitoring thread. All sensor reading, espresso machine monitoring, and espresso machine
controlling are done through a GPIO_util sub-module which controls the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO.
Fifth, the notifier module is responsible for delivering push notification to the smartphone
app when the coffee is ready or if there are problems. Google’s Firebase Cloud Messaging
(FCM) service is used to deliver the push notification. When the user installs the smartphone app
and launches it the first time, the smartphone app generates a FCM token that is unique to the
smartphone device. That token is then sent to the Raspberry Pi server through JSON RPC by the
rpc_server. Once the notifier module receives the token it checks to see if the token is valid by
contacting Google FCM’s API. If the token is valid, then the notifier module saves the token to
its database. Whenever sending a push notification, the notifier module sends the token along
with the notification message to Google FCM through the API. Google takes care of the rest to
deliver the push notification to the smartphone app.
Lastly, the scheduler module is responsible for keeping track of the coffee schedule that
the user has set as well as initiating the coffee-making process by calling the machine module
when the scheduled time is reached. It maintains an internal database for the coffee schedules.
The smartphone app can add, delete, and modify the schedules by sending requests to rpc_server.
The rpc_server would then invoke the appropriate methods in the scheduler module to modify
the schedule database. The schedule entry is described by a string of cron expression. In order to
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have the scheduler module start the coffee-making process when the scheduled time is reached, a
countdown timer is set in a separate thread. When the timer reaches zero, the
start_make_coffee() method in the machine module is called. When that method call is
completed a new timer is initiated. Python module croniter is used to translate the cron
expression in database to the number of seconds to the next event. Whenever there is a
modification to the schedule database; the existing timer is canceled, all schedule entries in the
database are converted to number of seconds, and a new timer of the lowest number of seconds is
set (representing the scheduled job to the closest future).
Besides the server program, there are other tweaks done on the Raspberry Pi to assist the
smooth running of the server program. These tweaks include setting up multicast DNS/DNS-SD
with avahi-daemon and setting up the server program to automatically run on Raspberry Pi after
boot-up with systemd. Avahi-daemon allows the server to advertise itself to the local network as
“SmartEspressoMachine”. This gives the smartphone app the ability to get the server’s local IP
address prior to sending any requests to it. Systemd allows the server to run as soon as the
Raspberry Pi boots up and is connected to a network. It also automatically restarts the server in
case the server crashes for unknown reason, ensuring continuous service of the Smart Espresso
Machine.
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Android Application

Figure 5.1 User Interface of the Android App (LEFT: Home Screen, MIDDLE: Scheduler, RIGHT: Coffee Schedule)

The android application’s main features include an on demand brewing button, brewing
scheduler, and a notification system. One of the first steps in the development of the application
was to establish communication to the Raspberry Pi server. JSON-RPC 2.0 Client by Vladimir
Dzhuvinov was implemented in order to send JSON-RPC requests to the server and to receive
responses from the server. Communication to the server with this client was written as
asynchronous tasks in order for the application to work. Once communication was set, the design
of the rest of the application continued. Overall, the application had five activities named: main,
issue, make espresso, scheduler, and schedule list. The software flowchart can be found in
Appendix E.
The main activity is the first activity to be launched and is the main screen on startup, as
seen in figure 5.1. On creation of the main activity, the app would connect to the server using the
JSON-RPC 2.0 client. If the app cannot connect to the server, then the issue activity is started
and it will display a message on the screen saying “Cannot connect to server.” Pressing the back
button will exit the app, preventing the app from sending empty signals. If communication to the
16

server is successful, the user is prompted with five choices - “Brew Espresso”, “Brew
Cappuccino”, “Brew Latte”, “Schedule Brew Time”, and “Brewing Schedule.” Pressing a button
will then start another activity and lead the user to another page. For the “Brew” buttons, it sends
a request to the server to start making the respective drink. It then starts the make espresso
activity and leads the user to another page that tells the user the state of the machine and whether
it was successful or unsuccessful in making the espresso. If the machine was unsuccessful in
making espresso, the page will display the problems that prevent the machine from doing so.
Pressing the “Schedule Brew Time” button will lead the user to a page with a time widget
and series of buttons as shown in figure 5.1. The user chooses a time and toggles a series of
buttons, which refer to the day of the week the user wants to set the alarm for. Once everything
has been set, the user presses either the espresso, cappuccino, or latte button. This sends a request
to the server to add the following time and dates, in CRON time string format, to the scheduling
system. To create the CRON text, Cron-utils, a java library, was added and used. Upon success, a
text will popup saying “SUCCESS.” If the user has set a time that is already in the system, it will
display an error message.
The “Brewing Schedule” button will lead the user to a new page that displays all the
alarms that have been set and their corresponding IDs as shown in figure 5.1. When the button is
first pressed, the application sends a server request to get all the alarms from the server. The
application then decodes the response and dynamically adds text to the screen to display the
active alarms. The page will also have a text box for users to input a number corresponding to
the alarm id they want to delete. Once the number is set, the user presses the “delete” button
underneath and the application sends a request to the server to delete the alarm. The page is then
refreshed to display the active alarms after deletion.

Amazon Alexa Integration
Having the Amazon Echo respond to a command and perform an action will require
creating an Amazon Smart Home Skill. The Amazon skills can all be created with an Amazon
Developer account, which is free to create and use.
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The Alexa skill will be created using a Python script, since the sample API provided by
Amazon does not work with external servers (Raspberry Pi). The Python script will start off by
listing the proper name-calls for activating the Echo when it is idling and have it perform an
action. The wake-up commands for the Amazon will be the type of coffee that the user is
requesting: espresso, cappuccino, and latte. I currently have the Alexa skill modeled as a switch;
for example, when I give a command to make me an espresso, I am telling Alexa to “Turn on”
the machine too. Once the espresso has been made, the script will then send a signal to the
control unit to stop brewing and then have the Amazon Echo idle for another request for making
a cup of coffee.
There were additional checks implemented when using the Amazon Echo. One was not
having the Smart Espresso Machine do anything if there is already a request to make a cup of
coffee. Another check is to not disperse any coffee if the sensors read a value that is not specified
in the allowed values. These checks help to eliminate any problems that may arise when creating
a cup of coffee.

Hardware
As seen in Figure D.1 of Appendix D on page 41, we are using two Adafruit VL6180X
Time of Flight Distance Ranging Sensors, one for the water level and the other as a cup detector.
The distance sensor uses a micro_LIDAR which is a small laser invisible to the naked eye that
will travel and bounce off an object and the time it takes to bounce back and read the light again
can be calculated as the distance. When using this sensor for the water level, we needed to
measure distances at varying water levels, with these values we can tell the user what percent of
water the tank is currently at. For the cup detection we just have the distance sensor give us a
positive value for anything within 5 cm and everything out of this range would indicate the
absence of a cup thus the program that makes the coffee will not run. The Distance sensors use
I2C to communicate to the raspberry pi zero, this means that the sensors can share the same
connections to the pi with the distinction coming from their different addresses. The two sensors
in our case are identical and thus share the same address, in order to distinguish between the two
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we had to connect their shutdown pin to different GPIO pins on the Pi. The water level sensor
shutdown pin is on pin 13 of the Pi whereas the cup detector shutdown is on pin 15.

Figure 5.2 Complete Switching circuit on a small PCB

The way the machine is told to create coffee is to have the internal pins of the types of
coffee driven to a LOW state. The pins of the types of coffee are connected to a NAND gate and
the coffee signals are matched with a HIGH state. If the coffee signal is set to LOW, then type of
coffee that is associated with that pin is then dispersed. To have the Smart Espresso Machine
disperse coffee from an external signal, a switching circuit was made to drive the pins of the
machine to LOW.

Figure 5.3 Switching circuit schematic
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As for the power management side of things, we were not able to successfully implement
complete power efficiency. One of our goals for this was to be able to power the raspberry pi zero from
the machine itself using a 5V pin on the internal circuit board. This was not achieved due to the fact that
the pin did not provide a steady power level nor the minimum current that the raspberry pi needed to
operate. The raspberry pi zero averaged 0.1A on idle, 0.23A with stress and 0.15A on boot with an overall
max active current of 1.2A. The machines on board 5V power pin could not be controlled and so we could
not use that pin to create a minimum power consumption design. The machine, raspberry pi, and Alexa all
required different minimum and maximum voltages and currents for operation therefore it was not
feasible within the scope of our project to attempt a design that would reduce the power consumption to
an absolute minimum.

VI. Testing
The testing of the Smart Espresso Machine focuses mostly on the individual features
added onto the machine. The features tested were the implementation of smart functions,
external sensors, Alexa Smart Home skill set, an Android phone app, and the server that ties it all
together.
When implementing the smart features onto the espresso machine, a switching circuit
was made to drive the pins of the internal circuitry of the espresso machine. There were zero
problems when transitioning from a breadboard to a PCB board, eliminating any other testing
needed. With the switching circuit we are able to control the output of the machine to make
either the espresso, cappuccino or latte. The PCB board was able to be cut down to a size that
would fit into an small enclosure to be mounted on the outside of the machine. Examining the
internal circuitry of the SEM, we found that there is an accessible 5V output which could
potentially power the Raspberry Pi, however after trying this we found that the power output was
not stable enough to consistently power the raspberry pi so we had to resort to an external power
source for this. If the power level was stable enough we would have been able to use just the one
power source (the machine’s main power supply) to power our entire system but this was not the
case unfortunately.
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Testing out the Alexa skill set required us to test out if the Amazon Echo will respond to
requests to making an Espresso, Cappuccino, and Latte. The Amazon Echo was successfully able
to hear our requests and send a signal to the control unit to start making the coffee.
Test

Result

ALEXA - command to make espresso

✓

APP - Espresso brewing notification from
Alexa command

✓

APP - Notification when espresso has been
made from Alexa command

✓

ALEXA - command to make cappuccino

✓

APP - Cappuccino brewing notification from
Alexa command

✓

APP - Notification when cappuccino has been
made from Alexa command

✓

ALEXA - command to make latte

✓

APP - Latte brewing notification from Alexa
command

✓

APP - Notification when latte has been made
from Alexa command

✓

HARDWARE - Water sensor gets data

✓

HARDWARE - Cup sensor gets data

✓

APP - Cannot connect to server error, main
functionality prevented

✓

APP - command to brew espresso

✓

APP - Notification that espresso is ready from
app command

✓

APP - command to brew cappuccino

✓

APP - Notification that cappuccino is ready
from app command

✓
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APP - command to brew latte

✓

APP - Notification that latte is ready from app
command

✓

APP - Brewing success landing page

✓

APP - Espresso scheduler (every day of week,
random times)

✓

APP - Cappuccino scheduler (every day of
week, random times)

✓

APP - Latte scheduler (every day of week,
random times)

✓

APP - Brewing scheduler success popup

✓

APP - Existing brewing time error popup

✓

APP - Display current brewing times

✓

APP - Delete brewing time

✓

APP - Not enough water error, brewing
prevented

✓

APP - No cup detected error, brewing
prevented

✓

APP - Brewing in progress error, brewing
prevented

✓

APP - Coffee has not been consumed error,
brewing prevented

✓

Table 6.1 Tests Performed
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VII. Conclusion
After all the troubleshooting we performed during the process of integrating everything
together, the SEM was able to be controlled via the Android smartphone application we created
and via an Amazon Alexa command. The notification system that was implemented into the
Android smartphone application was able to notify the user when an espresso was being brewed
and when it was completed. Scheduling an espresso works perfectly with no time delays, and
viewing and editing the espressos that were scheduled can be done using the application. The
overall hardware of the project is all placed in an enclosure to protect the circuitry from short
circuits or accidental damage.
To make this project into a realistic product that can be marketed, a few things would
need to be done. First, the SEM would need be able to be communicated from anywhere that has
internet. This would mean that the SEM would need to be connected to a cloud service (e.g
Amazon Web Services) and be able to receive a command from the Android application to brew
a cup of espresso wherever there is an internet connection. The second implementation would be
to hide all the wiring inside the machine to make the overall look of the machine appear more
professional. And the last implementation is to have the SEM open the espresso pod hatch to
release the used pod and add another pod. This would make the machine more hands-free and
allow the user to only replace the cup everytime an espresso will be brewed.
Overall, this project met all of our engineering requirements we set out in the beginning.
In order to achieve the best coffee from this machine, the holes of the espresso pods will need to
be punctured on both ends. This will help pour the right amount of espresso required by the user
and also bring out all the flavor the manufacture of the pods intended.
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Appendix A: Overall Project Planning

Figure A.1 Gantt Chart for Fall Quarter 2017

Figure A.2 Gantt Chart for Winter Quarter 2018

Figure A.3 Gantt Chart for Spring Quarter 2018

Major Milestones: 1st week of Winter 2018 - Gathered and tested all required components
3rd week of Spring 2018 - Built and tested all subsystem individually
9th week of Spring 2018 - Fully tested the whole system, demo at
senior project expo
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Items that Could Affect Scheduling
The most challenging part of this project is creating two similar applications for mobile
phones in two different os ecosystems. With little knowledge in creating these apps, and a short
amount of time, ~12 weeks, it will be wise to start brainstorming the front-end and back-end of
these applications and learning how to interface with the wireless controller with these
applications.
Cost Estimation
Item

Quantity

Cost per Unit

Raspberry Pi Zero W (Wireless
Controller)

1

$10

Mr. Coffee Automatic Dual Shot
Espresso/Cappuccino System

1

$79.99

Adafruit VL6180X Time of
Flight Micro-LIDAR Distance
Sensor Breakout

2

$15.95

Amazon Echo Dot

1

$29.99

TOTAL

$151.88
Table A.1 Expected Cost of the Overall Project

Resources used to Complete the Project
The internet will be the most important resource when completing this project. There are
plenty of tutorials and websites to help us get started with things we need to do such as Android
application development, Raspberry Pi Wireless development, Amazon Alexa skill development,
and designing a power module circuit. We will also be consulting our advisor and our professors
who are experienced with these topics.
Key Skills Needed to Complete the Project
A big part of this project will depend on how well we write the code for each subsystem.
Having neat code with good functions will help with debug and system integration. In addition,
the power module circuit has to be designed well in order to have an efficient system. We will
also have to work diligently and stick to the Gantt chart in order to make sure we have a nicely
working product by Senior Project Expo.
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Responsibilities of Each Team Member
Hasham Ali - Hasham will be in charge of integrating Amazon Alexa into the system. He will be creating
the Amazon Alexa skill so that the Alexa will do certain commands when the user says a specific phrase.
Testing of this subsystem will also be done by Hasham.
Justin L'Heureux - Justin will be in charge with the hardware side of the project. He will be integrating the
many different sensors, figuring out how to control the existing espresso machine from the Raspberry Pi
GPIO, and creating the power module to power the various components in the device. Testing of this
subsystem will also be done by Justin.
Hayden Yeung - Hayden will be in charge of developing the smartphone application on Android. He will
be designing the frontend user interface and the backend that will communicate with the Raspberry Pi to
send user commands, retrieve system status, and also auto notify the user of various system events.
Testing of this subsystem will also be done by Hayden.
Pei Hang Zhang - Pei will be in charge of developing the core control software that runs on the Raspberry
Pi. This software will decide what task shall the Smart Espresso Machine perform under the different
system states, which is influenced by different user inputs from the smartphone app and/or Amazon
Alexa, different sensor readings, and previous system states. The software will communicate with the
smartphone app and Amazon Alexa through WiFi, to get user inputs and also serve system informations
to these devices. Testing of this subsystem will also be done by Pei.
Responsibility of full system integration, testing, and senior project report generating will be equally
shared among all members.
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Appendix B: Marketing Research
Product Technology and Market Research
The market for espresso machines is increasing annually with a total retail sales of
approximately $168.93 million in 2016 [3]. Currently, there is only one machine in the market
that can be used wirelessly (bluetooth connection capability) with a companion app that allows
the user to set brew times, brew remotely, and receive notifications. This machine is called the
Prodigio and is made by Nespresso, a company that sells coffee, coffee machines, and related
accessories. The disadvantage to this product is that the espresso machine is unusable where
there is not a stable bluetooth connection. There is another machine that can be controlled with a
speaker device, Behmor Connected Temperature Control Coffee Maker. The biggest
disadvantage of this product is that it is a coffee pot machine, not an espresso machine. Coffee
pot makers and espresso machines are basically in their own markets since espressos are a
specially made to be a smaller and more concentrated cup of coffee. Our product aims to be the
first espresso machine that can be interfaced with a smart speaker device, have an app to control
functionality, and be connected to Wi-Fi at a low price.
The SEM will be taking advantage of the follow technologies in conjunction of espresso
machines - smartphones, smart home hubs with voice recognition, WiFi, and computers. With
smartphones, there are several operating systems and developing apps for each OS requires a
different process. Currently, the major application markets are with Android, iOS, and Windows.
In regards to smart home hubs with voice recognition, the two main hubs are Amazon Alexa and
Google Home. Both have built in speakers and are capable of recognizing voice from anywhere
in the room. In addition, both companies have developer tools for people who want to create
their own commands for the hub. These hubs connect to the WiFi of the user’s home and allows
connectivity to the user’s smartphones and other devices. WiFi has become a standard network
in today’s generation and there are many low cost options that are easy to set up. Finally,
computers will be utilized to enable communication between the WiFi network and the espresso
machine. The Raspberry Pi Zero W was chosen as it is a compact computer chip with wireless
already built in. In addition, it has enough processing power to perform the tasks needed.
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Customer Archetype
Most smart coffee makers on the market today only have the capabilities of making
coffee and lack integration features. In addition, there are currently no products in the market
that can be integrated with Amazon Alexa and in combination with a companion smartphone
app. Our product offers a full solution that is easy to integrate with smart homes and
smartphones, giving us an edge over our competitors. We want the customer to wake up and be
able to have a fresh cup of espresso at a moment’s notice. This allows the customer to worry
about other things and get to their espresso whenever convenient. Then, they can consume the
beverage and go on with their day. If needed, they can set up the brewing schedule so that it
becomes integrated into their daily routine. For example, a working person may come back home
with an espresso freshly made in order to tackle the rest of the day. The SEM will aim to take
over 50% of the espresso machine market, since the product will be affordable for the average
american and have smart features that no other espresso machine that is similar in the price point.
Description

Reason

Product Use

Early Adopters

People who purchase and use
new technologies as soon as it
hits the market

Early adopters will enjoy
using this first-in-market
product with a feature rich
system

To add to their novel
collection of interesting
appliances and to stay
updated with the latest
trends in coffee making

Smart Home
Homeowners

Homeowners that use Amazon
Alexa as a tool to integrate other
smart home appliances and
accessories

System is ready to use with
Amazon Alexa and requires
little set-up to pair with smart
phone application

To create another layer of
automation within their
lives

Working
People

Busy working people have very
tight schedules that do not make
way for time to make espresso.
People in the tech industry
alone make up more than 6.7
million.

Ease of use, scheduled
brewing times, and
notifications allow working
people to better manage their
lives

Using the system will free
up time associated with
brewing espresso, giving
way for working people to
do other things in parallel

Coffee Lovers

Espresso shots have deep coffee
flavors, aromas, and different
flavor profiles that are not found
in regular coffee

Coffee lovers and enthusiasts
can create a perfect shot of
espresso with this product

Offers coffee enthusiasts
the capabilities of brewing
espresso

Table B.1: Customer Archetype
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Orenda is a new company with a highly
customizable coffee maker. The system
includes everything you need to brew a fresh
cup of coffee and has a grinder built in. The
user is able to sync the coffee making process
with a morning alarm and the user can change
brewing settings such as grind consistency,
brew time, brew temperature, and filtration
[4]
De'Longhi is a small appliance manufacturer
based in Italy and creates products such as air
conditioning, air treatment, space heaters,
kitchen appliances, and coffee and espresso
makers. [5]
Nestlé Nespresso S.A is a operating unit of
Nestlé that specializes in coffee making units
and accessories. This line of coffee and
espresso makers utilize a pod system of
different types of coffees that users can pop in
the machine to brew a single cup of coffee.
This line also contains the Prodigio, a
bluetooth connected smart coffeemaker. [6]
Mr. Coffee manufactures different types of
coffee makers, espresso makers, and related
accessories. Has a line of smart coffee makers
that connect to the WeMo® mobile
application for customized brewing times. [7]
Breville is an Australian manufacturer of
small home appliances and has a line of
highly reviewed coffee and espresso makers.
This brand is associated with higher end
devices and do not have any espresso makers
that can be integrated with smart homes or
smart phones. [8]
Table B.2 Industry Competitors
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Business Model Canvas Graphic

Figure B.1 Business Model Canvas Graphic
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Market Description
The Smart Espresso Maker will utilize an existing espresso machine to help with
speeding up the process. A Raspberry Pi Zero W (RPZ) will be the middleman for the whole
project; whatever signal is being sent or received, the RPZ will be the brains of the whole
process. Using the GPIOs of the RPZ, the espresso machine can wirelessly be turned on and off
whenever there is command to do so. To allow the espresso machine to do turn on and off
wireless, a Triac or relay will be used and only activated when a GPIO port sends a signal to it.
For the smart speaker integration, an Amazon Echo will be chosen to perform any
voice-activated responses. To allow the Amazon Echo to communicate with the espresso
machine, the RPZ will need to be able to interface with the Echo by creating custom phrases on
the “Alexa Skills” development kit provided by Amazon for free. A python script will then be
used for the interfacing between the Echo and the espresso machine.
Additional features added to the espresso machine are sensor integration for the water
level and cup-placement, and an Android app. The sensor integration will help eliminate any
problems that can arise. These sensors will be connected to the RPZ to start the process of
making an espresso if all conditions are met. An app will then be created at the end as a
secondary option in creating an espresso. The app will utilize notifications to notify the end-user
when an espresso is being made or completed. The app will also send out notifications when the
water level is low or a cup is not present to allow the machine to start the process of making an
espresso. The app will be created using the Android ecosystem with the option to allow the
end-user to create an espresso wherever there is an internet connection.
The only limitations present so far are finding a suitable web host to allow the end-user to
create an espresso wherever there is an internet connection and that the coffee grinds will need to
self-primed. Further research can be made to learn more about web services for the app and
eliminate this limitation. For the self-primed part of the espresso machine, this will most likely
be left alone due the importance of priming for creating an espresso.
The strengths of the Smart Espresso Machine is that there are no companies currently that
have an smart speaker integrated espresso machine equipped with an app. With the push to create
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every home appliance into a smart appliance, the smart espresso machine will be the first of its
kind and also creates a window of opportunity to start this technological change into smart
appliances. With the growing demand of espresso machines and by leveraging the strength that
this is a first-in-market device, the Smart Espresso machine will become a product that can take
up a large share of sales for its unique features. The smart espresso machine won’t become a big
effort to enter the market since the product is basically an existing espresso machine with added
features to make it “smart.” In addition, having the SEM retail for $150 makes it very
competitive as it has plenty of features which are usually found within espresso makers that are
$250 and more.
Developing this machine will take approximately two quarters or roughly six months. At
$10/hour and a estimated development time of 500 hours, engineering will cost $5,000. With the
product created, advertising and marketing of the item can be started. A Kickstarter can be
created in order to generate funds to get the product to market and a social media campaign can
be launched in order to start advertising our product. Facebook and Instagram advertising may
cost up to $5 a day and can be advertised for a month, making it $150. An initial 100 units can be
created with each unit costing $100 to create. As a result, the investment to get the product to
market will be estimated to be $15,500, which a large percentage of funds will come from the
Kickstarter campaign. Out of pocket investment after Kickstarter fees can be estimated to $5500,
with a return of investment of $9,500. After this initial cost and initial advertising, units can be
manufactured for cheaper and more units can be sold to increase return of investment.
The key partners for this machine would be any espresso machine companies who
develop basic espresso machines that are willing to create a more expensive machine with smart
features. Targeting manufactures who create high-end espresso machines to add the smart
features would be a bad business decision since the potential customers who will be interested in
the smart espresso machine will be looking to buy the product for its features, not it’s setup. This
product should be aimed at busy working class people, namely people in the tech industry. Many
tech companies, like Facebook and Amazon, will often allow certain companies to sell their
products to their employees on-site at special events. Targeting these companies and their
employees can be the lead customer we work with to properly get the product to market.
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Market Requirements
After researching on existing smart coffee machine solutions and analyzing customer
issues with these solutions, we compiled a table of major marketing requirement for our product.
Some of these issues include the lack of voice recognition control, unsatisfactory user
experience, includes unnecessary features, and high cost. Our product will address these issues
directly. To address the voice control, we will be integrating our product with Amazon Alexa,
which will enable users to control our product by just saying “Alexa, make me coffee.” “Alexa,
make me coffee every day at 8 AM.” “Alexa, is my coffee ready?” The National Coffee
Association USA (NCAUSA) reported that out-of-home coffee consumption reached an all time
high of 46% in 2017. This high percentage of consumers purchasing their coffee away from
home could be because it’s simply easier to do so which is exactly what our product is aiming
towards, ease of use. To address the issue with user experience, we will be including features
such as customized brewing schedule, coffee-ready notification, and error detection system,
which directly aim to improve user experiences and customer satisfaction. With the customized
brewing schedule, user will be able to set a time to automatic make coffee every day. And with
the notification and error detection system, user with be notified when the coffee's ready or there
is an issue, so there is no need for user to constantly checking the coffee machine manually. With
these user-friendly features, user will be worry-free making coffee. Touching on another issue
we found was the addition of unnecessary features included with some high end espresso
makers, with our machine users will not have to worry about unused features that jack up the
price of the machine. According to the NCAUSA only 10% of americans who drink coffee
everyday prefer “fancy” drinks as opposed to their plain and simple counterpart. For that reason
we will be marketing toward that 90% of americans in order to cut costs and sell our product
below the average machine on the market today.
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Figure B.2 Marketing Data Sheet
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Importance

Marketing Requirement Justification
Description

Highest

Voice command control

Priority

Provides ease of use and hands-free espresso production by
speaking directly to Alexa.

Highest

Companion Android app

This feature will provide users with a simple interface

Priority

control

which allows the end-user to start making an espresso,
create brewing times, customize brews and monitor sensor
values and cleaning schedules.

Highest

Cost effective

This is the key to attract customers, not only to people who

Priority

own smart homes , but also to potential smart-home
adopters. This will be an incentive for them to join the
smart-home trend.

High

Error condition detection

Priority

This feature should be included because user should not
need to worry about manually checking for situations that
prevent making coffee. The product will check it
automatically and user can make coffee worry-free.

High

Coffee-ready notification

Priority

This feature notifies the user when their coffee is ready
without having to be in the same room.

Medium

Customizable

This feature is a plus and allows the user to set specific

Priority

coffee-brewing schedule

times for when they want their coffee up to a week ahead
of time.

Table B.3 Marketing Specifications
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For the marketing specifications as mentioned in table 3 above, the top features that will set our machine
apart from the rest are voice activation, companion app and cost effectiveness. Through researching our
potential customers in the existing billion dollar coffee industry we found that the most complained thing
about morning coffee is the cost of new machines and ease of use. With our top features that set our
machine apart from the others we address these problems. Ease of use is solved through the companion
app and voice activation, while cost effectiveness is provided through use of materials and not having
unused features. Slightly lower on the list of customer needs is automated condition checking which will
notify users when they need to refill the water or clean their device. This automation reduces time spent
constantly checking these things manually. Rounding off the bottom of the priorities are customizable
brewing schedules and coffee ready notifications. These features allow the user to walk away from the
machine and not have to worry about when their coffee will be done which reduces stress and frees up
time allowing users to get more done in the morning.

Delivery Date

Deliverable Description

Nov. 27, 2017

EE 460 Sr. Project Analysis Presentation

Feb. 16, 2018

EE 461 Parts Demo

Mar. 16, 2018

EE 461 Alpha Demo

May 7, 2018

EE 462 Beta Demo

May 7, 2018

EE 462 Report Rough Draft

Jun. 1, 2018

Senior Project Expo

Jun. 8, 2018

Final Demo

Jun. 8, 2018

Final Report
Table B.4 Planned Deliverables Schedule
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Appendix C: Senior Project Analysis
Advisor: Bridget Benson
1. Summary of Functional Requirements
This project will convert a basic espresso machine to a smart home appliance. The smart espresso
machine (SEM) will utilize a wireless controller to be the brains of the machine. Features that will
make this espresso machine a great addition to a smart home are smart speaker capability,
smartphone application for the Android and iOS ecosystems, schedules for creating an espresso
that can be done via the app or spoken directly to the smart speaker and a notification system to
notify the end-user if the espresso is ready or additional steps are needed to further the process.
2. Primary Constraints
One of the greatest constraints for this project is the amount of coding required. Figuring out how
to use the Raspberry Pi Wireless, how to create an Amazon Alexa skill, and how to create a
mobile application for Android will take some time to learn as our team does not have a
background or the experience with these topics. In addition, planning the base features and
sticking to the Gantt chart will be important in order to ensure that we can execute working on
things in parallel and to ensure that the product will finish in time for debug and refinement.
3. Economic
What will impact the result?
A. Human Capital:
● Job growth in the engineering, manufacturing, marketing, and sales fields.
B. Financial Capital:
● This product will increase the popularity of smart home appliances and create a
profit for the investors
C. Natural Capital:
● The parts used for this product will consist an espresso machine, wireless
controller, voltage controller, and sensors. These parts and components are not
easy to recycle and will require a professional service to dispose of properly.
D. Costs:
● The initial cost for the SEM is totaled to be around $100, with the retail price of
the product to be around $150. This product will hit the market after the senior
expo once all the debugging has been done and the product has been polished.
4. If manufactured on a commercial basis
A. Estimated number of devices sold per year: ~2,500
B. Estimated manufacturing cost for each device: $100
C. Estimated purchase price for each unit: $150
D. Estimated profit per year: ~$125,000
E. Estimated Cost for User to operate device [10]: $9.64 (Annual Electricity Cost) +
$29.99 (OPTIONAL: Amazon Echo Dot)
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5. Environmental
Environmental impacts will come from how the machine is manufactured and disposed of
afterwards. The machine will consist of various sensors, PCBs, plastics and metals. Each part will
have to be properly disposed of or put into recycling in order to preserve the environment.
Improper disposition of certain parts make degrade the environment and harm the living
organisms around it.
6. Manufacturability
Manufacturing this product will require some outsourcing for a company that produces espresso
machines without a brand. These machines can then be sent to another manufacturer that
implements the wireless controller to be connected according to our specs and be programmed to
fulfill all the features promised to the consumer.
7. Sustainability
● An issue with maintaining the completed machine would be that the user will have to
keep the device always plugged in to an outlet which will always consume power.
● Each case will use around 13in2 of plastic, multiply this about by the number of units sold
annually means our product could impact global plastic resources. Always consuming
power even when not used can have some impact on global energy use.
● Having the machine be solely powered with solar energy would eliminate all energy
resource concerns. Using only recycled plastics will drastically reduce consumption
levels of global plastic resources.
● With a solar powered coffee machine an issue could be that it wouldn’t get enough
sunlight considering the fact that most people store their coffee machines inside their
house where the sun possibly does not reach.
8. Ethics
● This product will require the smart speaker and the Raspberry Pi Zero W to always stay
on, which will constantly consume energy.
● Since the product will constantly be online, if internet security is not carefully considered,
the product might be hacked and compromised from the outside. Not only does this is a
security threat to all the devices on the same local area network, but this also may
contributes to botnet, which can have a significantly negative impact to the internet
through DDoS attack.
9. Health and Safety
The most important safety concern with this project is to avoid the coffee overflowing from the
cup. The temperature of a brewed espresso ranges from 190 to 196 degrees, which is extremely
harmful for a human or a pet to touch [11].
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10. Social and Political
Social:
The Social issue that will be present in the overall product is that coffee addiction can
arise if the machine is used often. A shot of espresso is much smaller than a cup from a
coffee-pot, and people who did not get a buzz of the first shot will make more. There is
no record of anyone overdosing from coffee, but we don’t want to be the first start the
statistic.
Political:
This project will affect the whole commercial espresso machine industry and part of the
commercial coffee machine industry. With the growing number of smart products, the
coffee machine industry will surely add smart features to their popular products, forcing
us to lower the net price of add more niche features.
11. Development
Development of this product will be done on several different platforms. For the Android
application, the design will be done on Android Studio. In terms of developing the Alexa skill,
Amazon provides a skills kit to help developers create their own skills. To use the Raspberry Pi,
code will be developed using Python. Finally, the power module and other hardware components
will be simulated through SPICE programs first before actual hardware development.
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Appendix D: Hardware Schematic

Figure D.1 Overall Hardware Schematic of the Smart Espresso Machine
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Appendix E: Software Flowcharts

Figure E.1 General software flow diagram for the Android application
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Figure E.2 General software flow diagram for the Raspberry Pi Server main module
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Figure E.3 General software flow diagram for the Raspberry Pi Server rpc_server module
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Figure E.4 General state machine flow diagram for the Raspberry Pi Server machine module
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Figure E.5 General software flow diagram for the Amazon Smart Home Skill

Appendix F: Software Code
Full archived code can be found on GitHub:
https://github.com/tonyzzz321/SmartEspressoMachine_RPI
https://github.com/hayeung/SmartEspressoMachine_Android
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